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Research Objectives

Prosocial Network Models: Plant, Animal, Human

An In Vivo Experiment

Data Analysis
MANOVA

Radial Basis Function Artificial Neural Networks (RANN)

RANN with regularization (K4-RANN)

Translational Model 
Animal model to Human model

MCDM Formulation of the Prosocial Assignment problem

Prediction of stock prices (rodent inspired FinTech)

Conclusion & Future Work
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Translational rodent model to explore the network of prosocial 
neuro-behavioral reaction to environment to model optimal 
assignment of apartments in high-rise and high-density 
subsidized urban housing.

To accomplish our objective, we:

Started with published results on a 4th generation trait-bred male and 
female Long Evans rats living in alternate housing conditions to obtain, 
physiological, behavioral and emotional responses.

Translated the findings to a human model and obtain individual family 
social indicator scores (SIS).

Incorporate the SIS metrics into an efficient prosocial multiple objective 
assignment model with a high priority of creating an living network of 
prosocial outcomes.
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c-fos cells were counted in the left- and right-
side of the following seven brain regions:

Brain Region Implicated by:

Periaqueductal Gray (PAG)
Stimulant drugs and 
social stress

Amygdala (Amy)
Fear / Anxiety
(Flight or Fight)

Ventromedial hypothalmus 
(VMH)

Fear / Anxiety 
(Defensive Emotion)

Cingulate gyrus 1 (Cg1) &
Cingulate gyrus 2 (Cg2)

Cognitive control of 
emotions

Nucleus accumbens core 
(NAc(c)) & shell (NAc(sh))

Fear / Reward
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Open Field Novel Stress Test data
➢ inputs (predictors, features) are SEX, TRAIT, ENVIRONMENT

➢ targets (dependents) are average c-fos level from left- and right- side of 
each of the 7 brain regions.

➢ # of observations = 32

Data Analytics and Machine Learning (ML) Procedures
➢ Mean, Standard deviation, and intercorrelations
➢ Exploratory factor analysis
➢ Model Analytics: 7 MANOVA models; 7 MRANN models via SPSS (IBM); 

and 7 K4-MRANN models via WinORS (NKD-Group, Inc.)

Data analytics focuses on generating insights from data.

ML focuses on creating and training artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithms (e.g., neural networks) through data for mapping
and prediction.
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ML / AI ethics is highly interdisciplinary

The psychological, social, and political impact of ML/AI (Kazim and 
Koshiyama, 2021)

Psychological – the mental autonomy, protection from undue 
manipulation, and the right to know when interacting with a non-
human agent.

Social – issues of justice and fairness (procedural and substantive); ESG 
concerns; and democratic data analytics.

Political – the impact on democratic processes and the economy.
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Given gender, environment, and trait anxiety, 
which regions of the brain show the most impact 
on c-fos levels?
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Scale: Red-Yellow-Green = High to low contribution

Q: is it possible to identify 
neurobehavioral factors underlying the 
complex interrelationships among the c-
fos levels in the seven brain regions of 
stressed rats?

Taken together the 7 brain 
regions explain 76% of the 
variation in the c-fos levels.

Left- and Right- brain regions 
show common variance.
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Y(𝑁x𝑝) = W(𝑁x𝑚)β 𝑚x𝑝 + ε(𝑁x𝑝)
Where:

Y = observed matrix (c-fos levels for left- and right- brain region)

W = full-factorial design matrix

β = parameter matrix

𝜀 = residual matrix

N = number of observations (32)

p = number of dependent variables (2)

m = number of parameters (8)

What effect does SEX, TRAIT, and ENVIRONMENT have on 
c-fos levels?
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Main effect of SEX in Amy &Cg1 – regions 
implicated by fear due to anxiety and 
cognitive control of emotions

Main effect of TRAIT in VMH – region 
associated with fear/anxiety and escape 
behaviorLAn Males showed higher c-fos levels 

than HAn Males; Indicating better control 
of emotions.
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A RANN is a 3-layer feedforward neural network where 
mapping is based on learning by example.

Each node in the hidden layer uses a radial basis 
function, h(x), as it nonlinear activation function.

Generally the same RBF is applied to all nodes.

In our research the activation function used is the 

softmax function stated as 𝜑 ℎ𝑗 =
𝑒
ℎ𝑗

σ 𝑒
ℎ𝑗

The supervised learning function is stated as, y = f(x) where 𝒚 ∈ ℛ𝑇 is a response

vector and 𝑿 ∈ ℛ𝑇×𝑛 is a predictor matrix. The function can be restated as:

𝑦 = 𝑓 𝒙 = σ𝑗=1
𝑚 𝑤𝑗ℎ𝑗(𝑥)

where, m is the number of basis functions, h is the set of hidden units, w is the weight 
vector.  In a regularized RANN, such as, K4-RANN a regularization parameter λ is added 
to the cost function. The modified SSE is:

𝐶 =
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜆


𝑡=1

𝑇

ො𝑦𝑡 − 𝑓 𝑥𝑡
2
+ 

𝑗=1

𝑚

𝜆𝑗𝑤𝑗
2

Where         is the model's prediction at w. T is the number of observations.( )tf x
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𝑌(𝑁𝑥𝑝) = 𝑓 𝑋(𝑁x𝑞) = 𝑊 𝑁x𝑚 𝐻(𝑚x𝑝) + 𝜀(𝑁x𝑝)
Where:
𝑌,𝑁, 𝑝, 𝜀 = as stated in MANOVA model
𝑋 =  input matrix
𝑊 =  weight matrix
𝐻 =  hidden units matrix
𝑞 =  #of inputs (3; 2 levels each)
𝑚 =  #of hidden units (varies in SPSS)
r = n/a
In SPSS, synaptic weights are not directly related to 
the feature variable.

Example: PAG Network
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➢ Primary Contributors in the explanation of variation in c-fos levels are:
➢ SEX and ENVIRONMENT in regions implicated by:

➢ Stimulant drugs and social stress (PAG)
➢ Cognitive control of emotions (Cg2)

➢ TRAIT and ENVIRONMENT
➢ Fear / anxiety (VMH)

➢ TRAIT in regions implicated by: 
➢ Fear / reward – cognitive processing of reward especially from pleasurable 

stimuli from addictive drugs (NAc(sh))
➢ ENVIRONMENT in regions implicated by: 

➢ Fear / reward – cognitive processing of motor function related to reward 
and reinforcement – modifies operant behavior (NAc(c))
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In female rats and low anxiety rats, all 
regions (except in the NAc(C) and the 

NAc(S)) – regions) show a more 
pronounced effect in the left brain region 

compared to the right brain region

Female and 
LAn rats have 
the same 
weighting 
across all 
brain regions

In male rats and HAn anxiety rats, all 
regions (except PAG and AMY) show a 

more pronounced effect in the right brain 
region compared to the left brain region

Male and 
HAn rats 
have the 
same 
weighting 
across all 
brain regions
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IE rats express greater reaction 
to stimulant drugs and social 

stress (PAG) and defensive 
emotion (VMH) than SE rats.

SE rats have better cognitive 
control of emotions than IE rats

Higher expression in NAc(Sh) cognitive 
processing of reward especially from 

pleasurable stimuli from addictive 
drugs; Also in NAc(C) controlling 
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MANOVA RBF RBF with Regularization

Only three brain 
regions show 
significance from the 
main effect of sex and 
trait. No environment 
effect.

All target variables are 
important at varying 
levels in each of the 
brain regions.

Relationship between the 
target variables and the 
brain regions are evident.

Varying hidden nodes 
and hence synaptic 
weights do not have a 
direct relationship to 
the target variables.  

Regression style weights are 
available for both the left 
and right brain regions for 
all target variables. 

Additional computational 
information allows one to 
delve deeper into the 
relationships. 
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The amygdala is commonly thought to form the core of a neural system for 
processing fearful and threatening stimuli, including detection of threat and 
activation of appropriate fear-related behaviors in response to threatening or 
dangerous stimuli.

More recent functional studies on NAc have illuminated the role of the NAc
in behavior. However, the NAc circuits that mediate aversive behaviors 
remain elusive.

Conflict in extant research. Projections from the mPFC to the NAc elicit 
avoidance (Lee et al., 2014) while the opposite (no effect on aversion) was 
later reported by Vander Weele et al., (2018).

More recent findings: He and Xi (2021) report locating neural circuits that 
bidirectionally modulate aversive behaviors in mice (i.e., a discrete circuit 
regulating aversion). NAc plays an important role in predicting aversive 
events and translating motivations into actions.
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Economics of Public Housing Assignment

Cabrini Green, Chicago  -- A failed project

New York, NY – A modern day, Section 8 Affordable 

Housing
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Antisocial behavior and migration defined in terms of a utility 
differential:

𝑣 𝑛𝑖 − 𝑣 𝑛𝑗 = 𝑣 𝑛𝑖 𝑒 𝑛𝑖
−𝛽 − ො𝑣 𝑛𝑗 𝑒(𝑛𝑗 )

−𝛽
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The individual gender-differentiated social indicator score 
(SIS) is calculated as a simple average across the 
independent factor score vectors obtained from EFA. The 
formulation is stated as:

𝑆𝐼𝑆𝑖,𝑛
𝐺 =

σ𝑗=1
𝐶 𝑓𝑖,𝑗

𝐶
,

Where:
G is the gender indicator 

𝑓𝑖 is the score of the i-th individual on the factor

C is the number of factors 

Following this approach, the SIS per capita metric 
effectively captures emotion and consequentialism in 
multicriteria decision making
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Network Analytics: inspired by the simple-complexity of the plant 
kingdom (i.e., mushrooms), advances in RANN analytics are valuable 
nonparametric modeling methods in neurobehavioral research.

Animal studies: gender differences in rodents exist due to anxiety, 
acute stress, drugs of abuse, and rearing environments. Their reaction 
is also tempered by the way they process fear and reward situations. 
Rat studies translate meaningfully to human behavior.

Housing: The prosocial specification can incorporate any number of 
explicit functional relationships such as:

To mitigate and control goal deviation in the management of the 
emotional response to fear among all residents..
Because male rodents showed greater evidence of stress when living in 
crowded social housing, for families where the head of household is male 
it must be a goal to minimize the under-achievement of assigning these 
families to outside S. 
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